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The 3-Step Marketing 
Framework That Exploded the 
Growth of My T-shirt Company 

 
By Cartess Ross 

TshirtRiches 
 
 
All t-shirt startups began with a great idea for a t-shirt. But rarely does one 
connect all of the pieces required to make their venture a successful one. 
 
It was 1999 when my mom came up with the idea for creating a website where 
people could purchase Christian-religious themed t-shirts online.  
 
We had no clue what we were doing. 
 
I’d just learned how to build websites, and honestly, I knew only enough to be 
dangerous (and boy was I lethal). 
 
But the key thing you should note here, is the fact that WE WERE DOING 
SOMETHING – WE WERE TAKING ACTION …  
 
Like any new business, we were making mistakes, having small successes, 
crashing and burning, failing and ecstatic, all at the same time. 
 
I was in charge of loading up the website with the t-shirt designs my mom 
selected, and trying to drum up ways to get traffic to our website (marketing). 
 
She was in charge of the finances. She selected the designs that went on the site, 
ordered inventory (shirts and transfers), and we both shared in the packaging 
and shipping. 
 
The business started to progress along fairly quickly. There wasn’t much 
competition back in those days … The Internet was still fairly new to the majority. 
 
Ranking at the top of the search engines wasn’t difficult back then. You just drop 
a few keywords on your website and you usually ranked fairly quickly. This is how 
we initially got traffic. 
 
I later started playing with pay-per-click search engines (GoTo.com) to get our 
website at the top of the search engines.  
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With pay-per-click search engines, you essentially pay a fee to rank at the top of 
Yahoo or MSN for specific keywords related to the products and services you sell. 
For us, we used terms like ‘Christian Shirts’ or ‘Religious Tees’. 
 
Anytime someone clicked on your ad, they charge your account something like 
.30 cents. The idea being that if someone types in the phrase ‘Christian Shirts’ 
into a search engine; the assumption is they’re looking to purchase Christian 
Shirts.  
 
So we happily paid to rank for various terms like Christian shirts, religious tees, 
religious t-shirts, Jesus shirts, etc. 
 
As things started to move along, my mother and I had different opinions on how 
things should move forward. 
 
She wanted to move along at a slower-steady pace. 
 
I wanted to take advantage of the fact that there was little competition and grow 
as fast as we could so we could dominate the marketplace. 
 
Shortly after, we went our separate ways. 
 
I agreed to walk away with absolutely nothing and start from scratch. 
 

A Fresh Start 
 
Instead of talking about the ups and downs my new start-up went through, I’m 
going to layout the framework I used to see significant growth.  
 
This framework didn’t come about on day 1. It took years of mistakes. I didn’t 
have anyone to guide me. I was one of the early adopters in the religious apparel 
space, so this was new territory for everybody. 
 
If you’re just getting started, the following is for you. It’s a framework any t-shirt 
startup can follow. 
 
Before I start, let me emphasize one point. 
 
If you’re unwilling to map this out, and do what’s in the sections below, I’d 
strongly suggest you not spend one dime on equipment and supplies. 
 
You’ll literally be throwing your money away. I’ve seen it thousands of times over 
the last 10-years TshirtRiches has been running. 
 
If you fail to plan, then plan to fail! 
 
The equipment and artwork is no good if no one is buying it. 
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In a survey conducted at TshirtRiches.com, most of the t-shirt business 
owners that found our website have never sold more than 36-shirts during the 
lifetime of their business.  
 
Many of them have been in business for at least 2-years. And almost all of them 
had no business plan, nor marketing plan. 
 
Which leads to my next point. 
 
When you’re just getting started, there are 3 questions you MUST know the 
answer to: 
 

1. Who is your target audience (who are you selling t-shirts to) 
2. Where do they hang out at (online, offline, what do they read, etc.) 
3. How do you engage this audience 

 
It was only after I started to know the answer to those questions that things 
finally started to explode. 
 
This is the first step for you in building a wildly successful business. This comes 
before the equipment, supplies, designs, etc. 
 
I’ll use examples of my company to help you see how this process works. 
 
When I broke-off to start my own company, I decided I wanted to continue 
working in the Christian-religious space.  
 
And like every new company getting into business, I started with NO customers. I 
was the sole person working the business. 
 
My immediate focus shifted to finding customers that wanted to give up the 
money … the moola … dinero … cold-hard cash … dat bread … paper … dem 
stacks … duckets … the loot J  
 
But who had this money? Where do the people with this money hang out?  How 
would I find them? Would they listen to my pitch? How could I get them to buy? 
What did they need? Would they pay for it? 
 
Without knowing these answers, I couldn’t sell t-shirts. 
 
One thing I knew was I didn’t want to spend all of my efforts selling 1 or 2 shirts 
to individual customers. I figured it wouldn’t take any more energy to sell a 
customer 1 shirt, than it would to sell a customer 500 t-shirts.  
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So I decided I wanted to only deal in bulk orders. Whenever I turned my heat 
press on, I wanted to press 30, 100, or 500 shirts at one time.  Not one or two 
tees. 
 
As I mentioned earlier, when you’re just starting out, you MUST know the 
answer to these 3 questions: 
 

1. Who is your target audience (who are you selling t-shirts to) 
2. Where do they hang out at (online, offline, what do they read, etc.) 
3. How do you engage this audience 

 
 
 
 
#1) Who is your target audience? (Who are you 
selling t-shirts to?) 
 
I had to figure out who’d buy bulk orders. As I did my research, I quickly 
discovered there were thousands of Christian bookstores all over the U.S. 
 
Many of them carried religious tees in their stores. As I went out to investigate a 
bunch of these stores, I bought their tees and was able to figure out who they 
were buying their shirts from. 
 
I reached out to the vendors to find out how I could become a customer and buy 
wholesale.  Many had minimum orders, but the most shocking thing to me was 
how much they charged for wholesale pricing. 
 
Many were charging $15 bucks for wholesale pricing. I thought that was 
ridiculous. How could these stores make money if their whole cost was $15 for a 
t-shirt? 
 
When I reached out to some of the independent store owners, I quickly learned 
they were unhappy paying those high fees and indicated they were only able to 
mark the shirts up a few bucks and made very little money.  
 
Not many people were paying $30-$35 bucks for t-shirts … And the shirts sat on 
the racks for long periods of time because no one was buying them. 
 
Since it was only costing me less than $3 bucks to make a t-shirt, I figured I could 
wholesale to these bookstores for $7.95 and still make a killing. 
 
And that’s what I did 
 
My target audience became Christian bookstores and churches. 
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I discovered churches were always looking for unique fundraisers to raise money 
to pay for mission trips, camps, building funds, etc. 
 
So I created a church fundraiser program with t-shirts. I made these fancy 
catalogs with t-shirt designs in them, custom order forms with the church names 
on them, etc.  
 
The churches got a wholesale price from me, and they marked the shirts up and 
kept the difference. 
 
I quickly realized these fundraisers easily brought in orders of 300, 500, and 750 
t-shirts at a time. I believe my biggest order was for about 2,500 t-shirts.  
 
What was unique about these churches, they generally conducted 2 fundraisers 
each year … and they would typically order custom shirts once or twice a year as 
well. Churches were great repeat customers. 
 
So the lesson to take from all of this is …  
 
You must determine whom you’re going after. Because I knew who I was going 
after, I was able to identify the problems my product could solve.  
 
For the bookstores and churches: 
 

• it gave them a larger variety of trendy t-shirts  
• they didn’t have to pay so much for product (t-shirts) 
• it kept inventory moving (inventory that sat cost them money) 
• it made them more money (they had more profit margin) 
• it gave churches money for missions, camps, building funds, etc. 

 
 
#2) Where does your target audience hang out? 
 
After deciding that Christian bookstores and churches would be the audience I’d 
go after, it was now time to figure out where these folks hang out. 
 
For the Christian bookstore owners, I figured most of them worked in the store. 
But I quickly discovered that was not always the case for many of them. 
 
After calling on a bunch of these bookstores, I discovered many of the owners 
lived in other states (I initially reached out to the ones in Georgia). 
 
I had similar issues with the churches too. Trying to get a hold of the person who 
was responsible for raising money and fundraisers proved kind of difficult. 
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Most of the people I needed to speak with worked during the week at their 
regular job. I could never catch them at church during the week. 
 
You see, back in them days, there was no Facebook or LinkedIn. I couldn’t 
advertise directly to these folks on social media … it didn’t exist yet. 
 
So I had to dig and dig and dig! 
 
The easiest thing to do was brainstorm. I wrote out a list of possible places in 
which I could get in front of these people. 
 
Places they hung out at. Magazines they read. Websites they frequented, etc. 
Here’s a sample of the ideas I came up with… 
 

• Christian related websites 
• Christian forums 
• Tradeshows for Christian retailers 
• Christian printed newsletters 
• Christian newspapers 
• Christian radio stations (AM and FM) 
• SEO (rank online for certain keywords) 

 
My goal here was to find places where I could get my marketing/advertising 
message in front of the people I was targeting. 
 
I quickly figured out that forums was a great place to get in front of Sunday 
school teachers, and church ministers and leaders of the church. 
 
If I could promote/advertise my fundraiser program in there, I could get them to 
reach out to me to get more information. 
 
The same would work with Christian radio too. If I could get the right message 
recorded (multiple messages), the right person would hear my message and make 
sure it got to the right person. 
 
You see, the folks I needed to reach always had Christian/gospel music playing. 
 
That’s where I started out. 
 
Running ads in forums. Running ads on Christian themed/related websites. And 
running radio ads. I eventually got into Christian print publications as well. 
 
We did a great job ranking on the search engines and got very targeted leads from 
those efforts as well. 
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I’ve always been an advertising type of guy. It was the fastest way to get my 
marketing message up and out. 
 
Manipulating (in a good way) the search engines took a while and was never 
guaranteed. Plus, it was difficult to scale it up when I wanted more traffic. 
 
One of the things I did a great job with, was writing content. I always believed 
educating prospects was the best way to get them to do business with you (like 
I’m doing right now with you). 
 
If I could get them to see how this stuff benefited them, I knew I could land them 
as clients. 
 
So I wrote reports and guides about fundraisers and how they could use a 
fundraiser to raise all the money they needed. 
 
It worked well. 
 
Scalability. I spoke about this briefly. If you’re looking for growth, your marketing 
and advertising has to be able to be ‘turned up’ at will. 
 
In this example, if I wanted more customers, I ran more ads. Not just on one 
radio station, but on multiple radio stations. 
 
Not just in one city, but in multiple cities around the U.S. 
 
I could also run more ads on Christian themed websites as well. More exposure 
meant more visitors to my website. 
 
Not just any type of visitor. As you can probably tell, all of our ads ran in specific 
places.  I wasn’t running ads on websites that sold sneakers, or websites that 
talked about racing cars. 
 
My ads only ran in places where my audience likely was.  None of this stuff was 
random. 
 
So the lesson to take from all of this is …  
 
Determine where your likely prospects/customers hangout at. Start by 
brainstorming your ideas on to paper. Get others involved as well.  
 
More heads are better than one. 
 
Identify multiple marketing channels (think magazines, retail stores, 
tradeshows).  Don’t rely on just one.  
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There are publications and events for every niche imaginable. There are 
magazines exclusively for skateboarders, surfers, knitters, craft-makers, farmers, 
garden enthusiasts, etc. 
 
There are clubs, associations, camps, workshop and event organizers. Continue to 
dig and do research. 
 
Also, determine if you could scale up if you wanted to. 
 
3) How do you engage this audience? 
 
Now that you’ve figured out who your potential customers are, and where they 
hang out at, you now have to determine the best way to engage them.   
 
In other words, how will you get them to buy your product? 
 
Many of our ads directed people to specific pages on our website to fill out a form 
to get additional free information (such as our wholesale prices, fundraiser 
packages, catalogs of our designs, etc.) 
 
When we got their information, we mailed sample packages in the mail, along 
with our wholesale pricing. 
 
We also got on the phone to follow-up after mailing packages in the mail. Follow-
up was the key to our success. We used both the telephone and e-mails to follow-
up (the e-mail was automated and took care of itself). 
 
In addition to that, we hung out in the forums too. We participated in 
conversations and when appropriate, we left a link to specific pages within our 
website. 
 
We also attended tradeshows where Christian retailers (store-owners or their 
reps) shopped for merchandise. 
 
We made a lot of contacts at these types of events, and the key to winning BIG 
with these was in our follow-up. 
 
In the printed publications we ran ads in, we didn’t just run ads about buying our 
‘stuff’. We promoted our ‘reports’ that could be downloaded on our website. 
These were reports when knew people would be interested in. 
 
Reports like the following: 
 

• “How to Use Fundraisers to Fund Church Mission Trips” 
• “How to Raise All the Money You Need for Your Church” 
• “How to Start Your Own Christian Home-based Business” 
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I had a bunch of reports like these. Remember what I said … I’ve always believed 
education was the way to win BIG. When you educate a prospect, they view you 
as the expert on the subject. 
 
I would advertise our reports everywhere I could … It kept a steady flow of 
prospects coming into our funnel! 
 
So the lesson to take from all of this is …  
 
Identify the needs of your prospects and use that as the message to engage them. 
Find out what they want. Determine what keeps them up at night. Ask a bunch of 
questions.  
 
Once you know the answers to these questions, provide an overwhelming amount 
of value to these prospects. 
 
Educate them on how you can help them. 
 
We used a combination of e-mails, direct mail and targeted reports in 
publications/websites to engage our prospects.  
 
We ONLY wanted to spend our time, energy, effort and resources on people likely 
to buy.  
 
Once prospects reached our website and filled out the forms requesting our 
reports; or called us by telephone seeking additional information, they qualified 
themselves. 
 
They provided us with their telephone number, e-mail and mailing address.  
 
They wanted us to reach out to them. They were more open to hear from us 
because they made the decision that they were ready (our guides helped them 
along). 
 
 
So listen up… 
 
I’m putting together a training next week on how to write up a business plan for 
your t-shirt business. A lot of the stuff we covered here will help with putting that 
business plan together. 
 
If you don’t have a business plan for your business, I’d highly encourage you to be 
on that training. 
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The training will be recorded and that means you can watch it anytime you like. 
I’ll include the resources and templates for you to download and use at your 
leisure. 
 
When you complete the training, you will have a blueprint for getting your new t-
shirt company off to a great start. 
 
Do this first before you start buying all of types of equipment and supplies. 
 
Remember what I said earlier … “If you fail to plan, you plan to fail.” 
 
CLICK HERE to register for the training: www.tshirtriches.com/plan 
 
 


